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discover alternative approaches that others on the team can also try. You can 
always suggest new ideas. Never underestimate your power and creativity in 
supporting the students with whom you work.

Paraprofessional Sue supports a student, Alex, who needs to move around the 
room often. Sue asks the general education teacher whether they can put chart 
paper on the wall and have all students stand and use markers to do a brain-
storming activity instead of doing it at their desks. The teacher is willing to 
try it. Alex is more successful, and the other students seem to really enjoy this 
approach. Before this, Alex was considered a problem because he never sat still. 
He was always out of his seat, wiggling and moving. What Sue sensed was that
Alex’s misbehavior indicated a learning preference—a bodily kinesthetic learn-
ing preference. Sue had an idea for putting more movement into Alex’s learning.

Knowing and understanding why and how students misbehave can help 
you identify what they need. Research has demonstrated that aligning instruc-
tion with students’ strengths can effectively decrease negative behavior and
increase on-task behaviors (Kornhaber, Fierros, & Veenema, 2004). See the
connections between behaviors and strengths along with examples of support 
outlined in Table 8.1. 

Table 8.1. Connections between behaviors and strengths

Student behaviors Student strengths What the student needs Example

Student is constantly 
moving and fidgeting.  

Bodily kinesthetic learners Student needs more  
movement during 
instruction.

EunYoung needs to move during instruc-
tion. So, when the teacher reads aloud to 
the class, EunYoung is allowed to sit in a 
rocking chair. The teachers in EunYoung’s 
class let the students sit however they like 
during certain class activities.

Student is continually 
talking. 

Interpersonal learners or  
verbal/linguistic learners

Student needs more  
interaction during learning.

Gwen works best when she is able to talk 
with peers. So, before writing a journal 
entry, she is given a few minutes to talk to 
a friend about what she plans to write.

Student is constantly  
singing, tapping, or 
drumming. 

Musical learners/musically 
gifted

Student needs more musical 
access in school.

Lucy enjoys music, so the teacher uses 
music during writing workshops. The 
music helps Lucy stay focused, and other 
students also enjoy it.

Student often daydreams  
or does not pay attention 
in class. 

Intrapersonal learners; enjoy 
making connections to their 
own lives

Student needs more time  
during school to make per-
sonal connections to  
the content.

Jerry enjoys making personal connections. 
So, during the Little House on the Prairie 
(Wilder, 1932–1943, 1971) unit, Jerry’s 
assignment is to determine how each of 
the settlers is like him and different from 
him.

Student draws or doodles 
instead of taking notes  
or listening. 

Spatial or visual learners;  
artistically gifted

Make art part of the learning 
process.

Rubin likes to draw. So, while he listens to a 
mini-lecture about cellular division, Rubin 
has the option of drawing the concepts.

Student does not engage 
in activities unless they 
are highly structured or 
logical.

Logical, mathematical; enjoy 
mathematical calculations

Use math and logic to 
strengthen student’s  
learning in other subjects.

Jorge loves math and struggles during 
English. So, the paraprofessional has 
Jorge make Venn diagrams, timelines, and 
graphs about the characters in Romeo 
and Juliet. This helps him keep track of all 
of the characters, and, during discussion, 
he shares his charts with other students 
to help them remember the details of the 
book.

Knowing and understanding 
why and how students 

misbehave can help you 
identify what they need.
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